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We sought to evaluate the efficacy of prospective random
undersampling and low-dimensional-structure self-learning
and thresholding reconstruction for highly accelerated contrast-enhanced whole-heart coronary MRI. A prospective random undersampling scheme was implemented using phase
ordering to minimize artifacts due to gradient switching and
was compared to a randomly undersampled acquisition with
no profile ordering. This profile-ordering technique was then
used to acquire contrast-enhanced whole-heart coronary MRI
in 10 healthy subjects with 4-fold acceleration. Reconstructed
images and the acquired zero-filled images were compared for
depicted vessel length, vessel sharpness, and subjective image
quality on a scale of 1 (poor) to 4 (excellent). In a pilot study,
contrast-enhanced whole-heart coronary MRI was also acquired
in four patients with suspected coronary artery disease with 3fold acceleration. The undersampled images were reconstructed
using low-dimensional-structure self-learning and thresholding,
which showed significant improvement over the zero-filled
images in both objective and subjective measures, with an overall score of 3.6 6 0.5. Reconstructed images in patients were all
diagnostic. Low-dimensional-structure self-learning and thresholding reconstruction allows contrast-enhanced whole-heart
coronary MRI with acceleration as high as 4-fold using clinically
available five-channel phased-array coil. Magn Reson Med
C 2012 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
67:1434–1443, 2012. V
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Despite several advances over the last decade, coronary
MRI is still faced with major challenges including long
scan time, low-signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR), and bloodmyocardium contrast-to-noise-ratio (CNR). Several methods have been used to address these limitations. These
include application of T2 magnetization preparation
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technique [1,2], more efficient k-space sampling [3,4],
administration of vasodilators [5], and imaging at higher
magnetic field strengths [6–8]. An alternative method for
improving image quality is the use of exogenous contrast
agents [9–17]. Administration of T1-shortening exogenous
contrast agents, via intravascular [9–11] or extracellular
[12–17] contrast agents, has been shown to improve coronary MRI. However, conventional gadolinium-based
extracellular contrast agents, such as gadopentetate dimeglumine, diffuse to interstitial space quickly. To take
advantage of the presence of these contrast media, early
studies on coronary MRI were typically performed using
breath-hold acquisitions during the first passage of these
agents [12,14]. The short acquisition times required for
such an approach limits the spatial resolution as well as
the coverage required in whole-heart coronary MRI [15–
17]. Gadobenate dimeglumine (Gd-BOPTA; MultiHance;
Bracco Imaging SpA, Milan, Italy), an extracellular contrast agent with a long plasma half-life, has recently been
used to image coronary arteries with improved SNR and
CNR [16–18]. To fully take advantage of the presence of
contrast media and to reduce imaging artifacts due to contrast agent clearance, while reducing sensitivity to changes
in inversion time, a short scan time is desirable.
Non-Cartesian trajectories [19], or parallel imaging techniques such as generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisition [16,18] or sensitivity encoding [17,20],
have been used in previous studies to reduce the scan
time of coronary MRI, with resultant acceleration rates of
up to 2-fold while using cardiac-coil arrays with 5–16 elements and higher acceleration rates with 32-channel coils
[21,22]. Compressed sensing (CS) is a novel image reconstruction method for accelerated acquisitions with incoherently undersampled k-space data that exploits the
sparsity of the image in a transform domain [23,24] and
may be used to surpass the current rapid acquisition techniques in terms of acceleration rate [25]. Recently, an
improved CS-based reconstruction strategy for incoherently undersampled data, called low-dimensional-structure self-learning and thresholding (LOST), was proposed
[26]. However, efficacy of CS-based acceleration for contrast-enhanced coronary MRI has not been investigated.
To demonstrate efficacy of CS for scan time reduction
in contrast-enhanced coronary MRI, a truly prospective
undersampling data acquisition are needed due to
changes in the contrast media in the blood pool that will
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directly impact image quality. The incoherence requirement of CS techniques is achieved by random undersampling of k-space data. For three-dimensional (3D) coronary
MRI with Cartesian sampling, in addition to the random
undersampling of lines in ky  kz plane, the profile ordering in which these lines are acquired has substantial
impact on the imaging contrast and artifacts. Eddy current
artifacts from rapid gradient switching that occurs from
the profile ordering could have significant impact on
image quality [27]. Therefore, to fully use prospective
undersampling for contrast-enhanced coronary MRI with
CS, the profile-ordering method needs to be changed to be
suitable for the randomly undersampled k-space.
In this study, we sought to evaluate the efficacy of prospective random undesampling and LOST reconstruction
for highly accelerated contrast-enhanced whole-heart
inversion recovery steady state-free precession (SSFP)
coronary MRI at 1.5 T, allowing for the better use of the
presence of bolus infusion of Gd-BOPTA.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
All imaging sequences were implemented on a 1.5-T Philips Achieva (Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands)
system with a five-channel cardiac phased-array receiver
coil. For this HIPPA-compliant study, the imaging protocol
was approved by our institutional review board, and written informed consent was obtained from all participants.
The study includes two steps. Initially, we implemented and tested a modified radial profile ordering for
a randomly undersampled k-space. Both phantom and in
vivo experiments were performed to evaluate the proposed ordering scheme. Subsequently, we used this
undersampling scheme to acquire highly undersampled
contrast-enhanced coronary MRI.
Profile Ordering for Randomly Undersampled k-Space
In our study, an electrocardiogram-triggered, free-breathing, segmented acquisition sequence is used for 3D coronary MRI [17]. In each heartbeat, 20–25 ky  kz lines are
sampled. For a prospective random undersampling
implementation, the ky  kz lines are randomly divided
into two groups: group A and group B. The center of
k-space with a predefined size is included in group A,
while the outer region of k-space could belong to either
group A or group B. During imaging, the lines in group
A are acquired, while the lines in group B are skipped.
This achieves an acceleration rate equal to (Total Number of Lines/Number of lines in group A). In segmented
acquisition, the lines in group A are divided into different shots, where a shot is a group of lines that is
acquired in one heartbeat. The division of the lines
among different shots and the acquisition order of the
lines inside each shot follow a specific profile ordering
scheme: first, each line is assigned magnitude and phase
values based on its location in ky  kz plane [i.e. magnitude ¼ sqrt(ky2 þ kz2) and phase ¼ atan(kz/ky)]. Then,
lines are assigned to different shots based on their phase
values, such that a line with lower phase value is
assigned to an earlier shot during the acquisition. Then,
within each shot, lines are sorted based on their magni-
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tude values, such that a line with lower magnitude value
is acquired first in the shot. The number of lines per
shot is usually determined by the turbo imaging factor
(i.e. the number of phase encode lines acquired in each
heartbeat), which is usually around 20–25 lines per
heartbeat. This results in our proposed modified radial
acquisition scheme, depicted in Fig. 1a,b, that helps to
lower both the number and magnitude of the k-space
jumps during the acquisition.
To distinguish between artifacts due to data undersampling when compared with other sources of artifacts
such as Eddy currents, two options were incorporated
into the imaging pulse sequence: (1) true undersampling:
the k-space is undersampled with the desired acceleration rate, and the scan completes upon acquiring these
lines as depicted in Figs. 1b and (2) simulated undersampling: a true undersampling acquisition is performed
for a given acceleration rate, followed by the acquisition
of the remaining k-space lines to generate a fully
sampled k-space, as shown in Fig. 1c.
To evaluate the proposed profile-ordering scheme, a
pilot phantom study was conducted. Three sets of
images were acquired to demonstrate the artifacts associated with the sampling scheme. A fully sampled reference 3D scan was performed using conventional radial
profile ordering in a segmented acquisition using a simulated electrocardiogram. A 3D SSFP imaging sequence
with the following parameters was used: TR/TE/a ¼ 3.8/
1.9/110 , FOV ¼ 256  256  30 mm3, and resolution ¼
1.3  1.3  2 mm3. Subsequently, a fully sampled acquisition was performed but with a randomly ordered profile.
Finally, a scan was performed using the proposed profile
order with an acceleration rate of 2 using the simulated
undersampling scheme. To establish the efficacy of the
proposed profile ordering for in vivo data, four healthy
adult subjects (two females, 20.3 6 1.5 years) were imaged
with a 3D-segmented SSFP sequence using non–contrastenhanced targeted right coronary MRI protocol [28]. Targeted acquisitions were performed instead of whole-heart
acquisitions to allow for multiple acquisitions that can be
completed in a reasonable amount of time. Contrast agents
were not used to avoid changes due to contrast washout
between different datasets. Four imaging datasets were
acquired from each subject: (a) a fully sampled reference
dataset with conventional radial profile ordering, (b) a
fully sampled dataset with a totally random profile order,
(c) a 2-fold undersampled dataset with a random undersampling pattern acquired using the modified radial profile
order, and (d) a fully sampled dataset with a simulated
random undersampling (of rate 2) acquired using the
modified radial profile order. For all the scans, the imaging
parameters were as follows: TR/TE/a ¼ 4.3/2.1/90 ,
FOV ¼ 270  270  30 mm3, and resolution ¼ 1  1 
3 mm3. The acquired raw data were then transferred to a
workstation where LOST reconstruction was performed, as
described in the image reconstruction section.
Accelerated Contrast-Enhanced Coronary MRI
Healthy Subject Study
Ten healthy adult subjects (seven females, 30.0 6 14.8
years) were recruited for contrast-enhanced whole-heart
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FIG. 1. Profile ordering in 3D-segmented acquisition through time for (a) conventional radial profile ordering for a fully sampled acquisition, (b) modified radial profile ordering with true undersampling (rate 4 is shown as an example), and (c) simulated undersampling. First,
a subset of the fully sampled ky  kz lines is selected randomly based on a given undersampling rate, while ensuring that the central ky
 kz region is included. Then, the selected ky  kz lines are reordered in a radial fashion before the acquisition. For simulated undersampling, the data acquisition is continued after b11 (white dots represent the lines already acquired) to acquire the rest of the k-space lines
(gray dots in c), such that the k-space is fully sampled (within an elliptical window) in (c6). In both (b) and (c), the acquisition of each
shot starts from the closest point to the center and moves to the outer k-space.

coronary MRI, during which 0.2 mmol/kg Gd-BOPTA
was injected intravenously using a bolus (2 mL/s) infusion. Approximately 2 min after the injection, during
which the blood T1 value stabilizes [17], a Look–Locker
sequence was performed to visually estimate the optimal
inversion time (TI). A free-breathing electrocardiogram
navigator-gated SSFP whole-heart coronary MRI
sequence was used for acquisition. A nonselective inversion pulse with the optimal TI was used to suppress
myocardial signal, and a fat-saturation sequence was
used to improve contrast between the coronary arteries
and the surrounding fat. The imaging parameters were
TR/TE ¼ 4.8/2.4 ms, flip angle ¼ 90 , field of view ¼

300  300  120 mm3, and spatial resolution ¼ 1.3 
1.3  1.3 mm3. The electrocardiogram delay was selected
using a breath-held high-temporal resolution cine SSFP
image before the coronary MRI, which was used to visually identify the quiescent period of the right coronary
artery (RCA). A navigator placed on the dome of the
right hemidiaphragm was used for respiratory motion
compensation, using prospective real-time correction
with a 5-mm end-expiration gating window and 0.6
superior–inferior tracking ratio [29,30]. The data acquisition was accelerated by a rate of 4 in ky  kz using a
pseudo-random pattern generation and the proposed
radial profile ordering. Figure 2 depicts an incoherent
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FIG. 2. a–e: Profile ordering in 3D segmented acquisition for one of the example patterns used in the prospectively undersampled
acquisitions. The net acceleration rate is four with respect to the elliptical window, which corresponds to an acceleration rate of 5.1 for
the whole k-space. Because of the mismatch between elliptical geometry as specified by different FOVs in y and z axes, and the radial
profile ordering with the requirement of starting each shot from innermost k-space, some outer k-space lines are acquired earlier than
the inner k-space lines corresponding to the same phase in the ky  kz plane (e.g., lower left quadrant of [b] and upper right quadrant
of [d]). This phenomenon applies to both the conventional and the modified radial profile ordering.

undersampling pattern used in one of the whole-heart
coronary MRI acquisitions, and how the k-space was
filled through time using the proposed modified radial
profile ordering.
Patient Study
Four patients (two females, 55.0 6 13.3 years) with suspected coronary artery disease were recruited. For two of
these patients, 0.1 mmol/kg Gd-BOPTA was injected
intravenously, and for one patient, 0.2 mmol/kg
Gd-BOPTA was injected intravenously, using a bolus
infusion for all patients. Isosorbide dinitrate was administered for two of these patients (with acceptable blood
pressure). A lower dose of 0.1 mmol/kg of contrast agent
was used for patients with estimated glomerular filtration rate value of less than 60 mL/min/1.73 m2. Contrastenhanced coronary imaging was performed as described
for the healthy subjects. For the patient studies, the data
acquisition was accelerated by a rate of 3 in ky  kz
using a pseudo-random pattern generation and the proposed radial profile ordering. A more conservative acceleration rate was used for patients to ensure diagnostic
quality of the images.
Image Reconstruction
The acquired raw data were exported from the scanner,
and images were reconstructed offline using the LOST
algorithm. A thorough comparison of LOST with existing
CS methods has been reported elsewhere [26]. In summary, with LOST, an estimate of the image is used to
adaptively identify 2D image blocks of similar signal
content, which are grouped into similarity clusters. For
each voxel of the image, the Nb  Nb reference block
whose top left corner is at that voxel is compared using

the normalized l2 distance to another block. If this distance is less than a threshold, lmatch, these blocks are
declared to be similar, and the compared block is added
to the similarity cluster of that voxel. Then, a 3D fast
Fourier transform is applied to each similarity cluster to
adaptively sparsify the data [26]. The algorithm then
alternates between data consistency and shrinkage of the
3D fast Fourier transform coefficients of the similarity
cluster.
LOST reconstruction was implemented in Matlab
(v7.6, MathWorks, Natick, MA), with the adaptive learning and nonlinear shrinkage portions implemented in
Cþþ. The details of the implementation, as well as the
reconstruction parameters, are described in the Appendix section. We note that the same reconstruction parameters were used in all cases, allowing for fully automated
reconstructions. For all coronary MRI datasets, LOST
reconstruction was performed for each coil independently using a parallel implementation on a central processing unit cluster, where five central processing units
with 4 GB of memory were used for reconstructing each
individual coil image. The reconstruction time was
70 min. Comparison images with zero filling were also
generated from the measured data, where the k-space
lines that were not acquired were replaced with zero, and
an inverse Fourier transform was applied for the zerofilled images. In all cases, the final images were generated
by root-sum-squares of the individual coil images.
Image and Statistical Analysis
Subjective image scores and vessel length and sharpness
measurements were used to evaluate the LOST and zerofilled reconstructions for all datasets. A qualitative assessment of coronary artery image quality was performed in
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FIG. 3. Effects of different profile ordering schemes in phantom (top) and in vivo right coronary artery (RCA) imaging (bottom). (a, d)
Fully sampled; (b, e) images acquired with simulated prospective random undersampling of rate two with no profile ordering. Artifacts
are apparent in these images even though they are fully sampled; (c) depicts a phantom image acquired with the proposed profile ordering with a simulated prospective random undersampling; (f) depicts a true undersampling of rate two with the proposed profile ordering
and a random undersampling pattern, reconstructed using LOST. The proposed ordering scheme mitigates artifacts associated with random undersampling patterns and improves visibly over no profile ordering.

consensus by two experienced independent blinded readers with coronary MRI experience based on the axial
images from the 3D datasets, using a four-point scale system [31]: 1, poor or uninterpretable (coronary artery visible, with markedly blurred borders and edges); 2, fair
(coronary artery visible, with moderately blurred borders
and edges); 3, good (coronary artery visible, with mildly
blurred borders and edges); 4, excellent (coronary artery
visible, with sharply defined borders and edges). Separate
scores were given for the proximal, mid, and distal segments of the RCA, the left anterior descending artery
(LAD), and the left circumflex artery (LCX); and for the
left main artery.
A SoapBubble tool [32] was used to quantitatively
evaluate vessel sharpness for RCA, LAD, and LCX. Vessel sharpness scores were calculated for both sides of the
vessel using a Deriche algorithm [33]. Final normalized
sharpness was defined as the average score of both sides
divided by the center of vessel intensity. The visualized
length of RCA, LAD, and LCX was measured using the
SoapBubble tool by following the coronary arteries
through the axial sections sequentially.
Imaging scores, normalized vessel sharpness, and vessel length are presented as mean 6 one standard deviation. The signed rank test was used for imaging scores to

test for the null hypothesis that the central tendency of
the difference was zero for the two reconstructions. All
statistical analyses were performed using SAS (v9.3, SAS
Institute, Cary, NC). The normalized sharpness scores
and vessel length were compared using the paired t-test.
A P value of <0.05 was considered to be significant.
RESULTS
Profile Ordering for Randomly Undersampled k-Space
Figure 3a–c shows the phantom results for the SSFP
acquisitions, with a fully sampled reference acquisition
using conventional radial profile ordering (3a), a fully
sampled acquisition using simulated prospective undersampling with rate 2 and random profile ordering (3b),
and a fully sampled acquisition using simulated prospective undersampling with rate 2 and the proposed modified radial profile ordering (3c). Even though a random
undersampling pattern is used, there is noticeable artifact reduction when the proposed acquisition ordering is
used (3c) instead of random ordering (3b). Figure 3d–f
shows reformatted images from a targeted RCA MRI,
with a fully sampled reference acquisition using conventional radial profile ordering (3d), a fully sampled acquisition using simulated prospective undersampling with
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FIG. 4. An example axial slice
(left) and reformatted axial image
(right) depicting the left coronary
system of a healthy subject using
zero filling (acquired) and LOST
reconstruction. The left coronaries are better defined (image
scores 3.3 6 0.7 for LAD and 3.4
6 1.0 for LCX) in the LOST
reconstruction, but are blurry in
the original acquired images
(image scores 1.2 6 0.4 for LAD
and 1.4 6 0.6 for LCX) due to
the high rate of undersampling
(RCA, right coronary artery; LAD,
left anterior descending, LCX, left
circumflex).

rate 2 and random profile ordering (3e), and a true prospectively undersampled acquisition with acceleration rate
2 and the proposed modified radial profile ordering (3f).
The LOST reconstruction for the true prospective random
undersampling of rate 2, with the proposed acquisition
ordering (3f), shows fewer artifacts and better image quality
than the fully sampled data acquired with random acquisition ordering (3e). Finally, we note that among the two
datasets acquired with the proposed profile ordering, the
in vivo dataset in (3f) is 2-fold undersampled, whereas that
of the phantom in (3c) is fully sampled. Hence the reconstruction for the in vivo dataset is more challenging, but
the results are visually similar to the reference.
Contrast-Enhanced Whole-Heart Coronary MRI
Healthy Subject Study
Contrast-enhanced whole-heart coronary MRI was performed successfully in all subjects, without complications. The nominal scan time for these acquisitions was
2:50 min at 70 heart beats per min, assuming 100% navigator gating efficiency. The average scan time was 6:04
6 1:18 min, with range between 4:31 and 8:15 min. The
difference between the nominal scan time and the actual
average scan time is due to the differences in breathing
patterns and heart rates of the subjects.
Figure 4 depicts an example axial slice and a reformatted axial image from one of the acquisitions, showing
the LAD and LCX of the subject, reconstructed with zero
filling (acquired) as well as with LOST. LOST reconstruction removes the aliasing artifacts successfully,
allowing for much improved definition compared to the
zero-filled approach, including the distal segments. Fig-

ure 5 shows a sample axial slice and reformatted RCA
image from another subject using both zero filling and
LOST reconstruction. The improvement in visualization
from using LOST is consistent across multiple slices,
with improved definition of the RCA.
Table 1 depicts the qualitative assessment of the coronary MRI for LOST and zero-filled reconstructions. For
the images reconstructed with LOST, all major coronary
arteries were visualized in all subjects. In contrast, for the
zero-filled images, RCA, LAD, and LCX were not visualized for one, two, and five subjects, respectively. LOST
provides a statistically significant improvement over the
zero-filled reconstruction for subjective image quality for
all segments of all coronary arteries. Also notably, the average visualization score for LOST is close to an excellent
value for each major artery. Table 2 depicts the vessel
length and sharpness measurements for the two reconstructions. For the zero-filled images, where the arteries
were not visualized, these measurements were omitted,
and the averaging and statistical comparisons were performed over the measurements for the remaining subjects.
The visualized length of the coronaries for LOST reconstructions is significantly longer for each major artery
compared to the zero-filled images, which is consistent
with the subjective image scores. Similarly, the normalized sharpness scores for LOST reconstructions were also
significantly better than those of the zero-filled images.
Patient Study
Contrast-enhanced whole-heart coronary MRI was performed successfully in all patients, without complications. Figure 6 shows a reformatted axial image from
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FIG. 5. An example axial slice
(left) and reformatted axial image
(right) depicting the right coronary artery (RCA) of another subject using zero filling (acquired)
and LOST reconstruction. The
LOST reconstruction allows better definitions (image score 3.7 6
0.7 vs. 1.5 6 0.5) of the RCA in
the proximal, mid, and distal
regions.

accelerated coronary MRI reconstructed using LOST,
depicting the RCA of the patient, as well as a corresponding RCA image from invasive X-ray coronary
angiography, which shows significant occlusion of the
proximal RCA. Figure 7a,b shows axial slices from the
LOST-reconstructed 3D whole-heart coronary MRI showing coronary stenosis in RCA and left coronary artery,
respectively, in a 47-year-old male patient with coronary
artery disease undergoing coronary artery bypass graft.
Corresponding invasive X-ray coronary angiography (Fig.
7c,d) is in agreement with this finding.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we have demonstrated the efficacy of an accelerated contrast-enhanced whole-heart coronary MRI method
using a prospective random undersampling scheme with
profile ordering and the LOST reconstruction technique.
These reconstruction and acquisition techniques allow for
very high-quality visualization of all coronary branches, with
4-fold accelerated acquisitions using only five-channel coils.
The techniques were also used on patients with 3-fold acceleration, generating diagnostic images.
Prospective random under sampling is a necessary
condition for CS-based techniques. However, there has

been little attention on what order the random k-space
samples must be acquired to minimize artifacts due to
Eddy currents and flow. Much work on CS has been
based on retrospective undersampling of fully sampled
data, which fails to capture realistic scenarios, for
instance, when contrast agents have been used. Previous
work that involves 3D acquisitions with prospective
undersampling has used GRE sequences [25,34], which
are less susceptible to Eddy current artifacts than SSFP
sequences [27]. Our study indicates that special care
must be given to profile ordering in order to mitigate
artifacts due to randomness of the undersampling pattern. The proposed radial ordering scheme is effective in
mitigating these artifacts by reducing gradient switching.
We also note that noncontrast enhanced targeted coronary MRI was used in our pilot study instead of contrast-enhanced whole-heart coronary MRI, which is the
focus of this work. The goal of the pilot study on profile
ordering was to devise a profile-ordering scheme that
mitigates artifacts due to the random undersampling pattern for 3D acquisitions. Thus, a repeatable acquisition,
not affected by contrast wash-out, which can be fully
acquired within 10 min, was needed to test multiple different techniques. Because a fully sampled whole-heart
scan takes about 25 min, it would have been very

Table 1
Comparison of Average Subjective Imaging Scores (1 ¼ Poor, 2 ¼ Fair, 3 ¼ Good, 4 ¼ Excellent) Between Zero-Filled and LOST
Reconstructions

Zero filled
LOST
P-value

RCA

LAD

LCX

RCA

LAD

LCX

RCA

LAD

LCX

LM

OVERALL

1.9 6 0.3
3.8 6 0.6
0.002

1.2 6 0.4
3.7 6 0.5
0.002

1.6 6 0.7
3.9 6 0.3
0.002

1.3 6 0.5
3.6 6 0.7
0.002

1.3 6 0.5
3.1 6 0.7
0.004

1.4 6 0.7
3.2 6 1.0
0.004

1.2 6 0.4
3.6 6 0.7
0.002

1.2 6 0.4
3.2 6 0.6
0.002

1.3 6 0.5
3.0 6 1.2
0.008

1.3 6 0.5
3.7 6 0.5
0.002

1.2 6 0.4
3.6 6 0.5
0.002

LOST was evaluated significantly better for all sections of all arteries (RCA, right coronary artery; LAD, left anterior descending; LCX, left
circumflex; LM, left main). A P-value less than 0.05 is considered significant.
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Table 2
Vessel Length and Normalized Sharpness Measurements (Higher Is Better) for Zero-Filled and LOST Reconstructions
Vessel length (mm)

Zero filled
LOST
P-value

Normalized vessel sharpness

RCA

LAD

LCX

RCA

LAD

LCX

93.4 6 28.0
129.8 6 13.2
0.001

53.8 6 22.6
94.7 6 18.7
0.0001

50.5 6 12.6
67.9 6 9.1
0.083

0.43 6 0.11
0.64 6 0.05
<0.0001

0.36 6 0.11
0.54 6 0.07
0.007

0.37 6 0.03
0.48 6 0.05
0.035

LOST is significantly better for all vessels. Zero-filled length measurements were not possible for the RCA of 1 subject, LAD of 2 subjects, and LCX of 5 subjects; therefore, these subjects were excluded in the measurements and subsequent analysis. Furthermore,
zero-filled sharpness measurements were not available for the LAD and LCX of two additional subjects, which were also excluded. A Pvalue less than 0.05 is considered significant.

difficult to get images of high quality during such long
scans, which would make it difficult to establish
whether any observed artifacts were due to the random
undersampling and/or ordering or due to the inferior
quality of images acquired in such a long scan. Finally,
we emphasize that we did not aim to study profile ordering to maximize the benefits of contrast agents, but
focused on minimizing the artifacts due to random
undersampling patterns. Further improvements may be
possible by using additional constraints specific to the
presence of the contrast agents in designing the profile
ordering, but this is beyond the scope of our pilot study.
LOST reconstruction offers an acceleration technique
that does not exclusively rely on the number of coil elements. This is in contrast to parallel-imaging techniques,
such as sensitivity encoding or generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisition. Acceleration rates
reported in previous studies on contrast-enhanced coronary MRI with 5–16 channel-coil arrays have been limited to 2-fold with these techniques [16–18,20], whereas
LOST is able to achieve a 4-fold acceleration with only a
five-channel cardiac coil. Although we have not provided a comparison with these parallel-imaging methods
[35–37], it is not anticipated that these techniques can
offer a similar acceleration rate with five-channel coils.
The main difficulty in providing such a comparison is
that the sampling schemes used by these methods and

our method are conflicting. The former techniques
require uniform undersampling for high performance,
while LOST and other CS-based techniques require random Cartesian sampling. Although it is possible to use
conjugate-gradient-type methods with parallel imaging
[25,38], this results in performance deterioration and
would result in an unfavorable advantage for our
method. Because our coronary MRI protocol requires
contrast enhancement, it is also not feasible to do a follow-up scan with alternate sampling.
The contrast agent in this study was beneficial in several ways. Bolus infusion of Gd-BOPTA leads to a higher
SNR and CNR compared to non–contrast-enhanced coronary MRI [17]. Thus, although SNR loss may be incurred
due to accelerated imaging, the starting SNR and CNR
are higher. Second, when a contrast agent is used, most
of the energy of the k-space is highly concentrated in the
center of k-space, which is fully sampled in the prospective random undersampling scheme. This proves to be
beneficial for LOST reconstruction, and an acceleration
rate of 4 can be used reliably, which is an improvement
in acceleration rate from the non–contrast-enhanced targeted coronary MRI reported previously [26].
In this study, LOST reconstruction was performed
individually for each coil. Hence, the reconstruction process was parallelized over each coil in a straightforward
manner to reduce the reconstruction time by 5-fold.

FIG. 6. Reformatted LOST-reconstructed coronary MRI (left) showing occlusion of the right coronary artery (RCA). The X-ray angiography images (right) confirm this finding.
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FIG. 7. Two axial slices from the LOST-reconstructed 3D whole-heart coronary MRI showing coronary stenosis in (a) right coronary
artery and (b) left coronary artery with (c, d) corresponding invasive X-ray coronary angiography in a 47-year-old male patient with coronary artery disease undergoing coronary artery bypass graft.

However, the reconstruction time is still too long to be
clinically feasible. Further parallelization is required,
especially during the adaptive identification of similarity
clusters, which is the most computationally intensive
part of the algorithm.
Our study has several limitations. Only a small number of healthy adult subjects and patients were studied.
Further studies are needed to study the clinical evaluation of this approach in a larger cohort with known or
suspected coronary artery disease. Additionally, we have
not provided SNR/CNR measurements comparing the
two reconstructions. The difficulty with these measurements is that the reconstruction algorithms inherently
threshold and shrink the noise in the nonsignal areas.
Hence, the measurement noise level cannot be reliably
determined from the final reconstructed image. We did
not combine parallel imaging with CS reconstruction as
reported in [25,34,39,40] due to unavailability of a
phased-array coil with a higher number of elements. Our
pilot study using five-element phased array coil did not
show noticeable improvements in image quality or acceleration rate when using both techniques simultaneously.
CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated that LOST reconstruction can be
used to accelerate contrast-enhanced whole-heart coro-

nary MRI by a factor of 4 using a clinically available
five-channel phased-array coil. Future studies examining
the clinical utility of this approach are warranted.
APPENDIX
Implementation Details of LOST
The LOST algorithm was implemented in two stages as
described in [26]. For the first stage, a low-resolution
image generated from fully sampled central k-space was
used for identification of similarity clusters, with parameters Nb ¼ 8 and lmatch ¼ 0.1. For each reference block,
comparison with other blocks was limited to a neighborhood of radius 8 in x–y and of radius 1 in z direction.
The maximum number of blocks in a similarity cluster
was limited to 16. For shrinkage in the first stage, hard
thresholding was used, with thresholding parameter tht
was set to 0.05 times the largest (in absolute value) coefficient of the zero-filled coil image. For the second stage,
the estimate from the first stage was used for the identification of similarity clusters with parameters Nb ¼ 4 and
lmatch ¼ 0.05 and the same remaining parameters from
the first stage. For shrinkage, LOST alternated between
hard thresholding and Wiener filtering, with thresholding parameters tht and twie respectively set to 0.04 and
0.03 times the largest coefficient of the estimate from the
first stage.
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